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On May 26-June 2, 2017 ATO Shenyang led 8 wine buyers from three Northeastern provinces and 

Shanghai to visit 14 vineyards in Napa and Sonoma counties, Livermore and Lodi, the major wine 

producing regions of California.  The objective was to show Chinese buyers the variety and quality of 

U.S. wines and the unique growing conditions of the U.S. wine-producing areas.  Chinese buyers saw 

the value in low end and mid-level priced wines, especially those that were corked and labeled with 

classic images of the California countryside.  The mission also increased the awareness of U.S. wineries 

and wine associations to FAS services and introduced growers to Chinese wine traders.  Their favorite 

varieties were Merlot, Petite Sirah, and Cabernet Sauvignon and one Shanghai company showed serious 

interest California white wines, such as Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay. 

 

The delegation, which consisted of importers, distributors and one sommelier, visited 14 different 

vineyards throughout central California.  The mix of companies was very effective as almost none of the 

companies had been overseas or had visited the United States.  Companies that were knowledgeable in 

French wines explained the complex organoleptic terminology for wine while those that were expert in 

trading could help others process commercial standards.  ATO staff were able to round out the 

discussion with clear translations and explanations concerning viniculture and U.S. business practices.  

On several occasions, all three ATO Shenyang staff were called to interpret Chinese buyers’ questions 

regarding ex facility, FOB, and CIF, new order and re-order pricing, as well as packaging and labeling 

requirements. 

 

Even though the cities and counties visited were all within two hours’ drive of one another, climates 

were quite different.  The coastal counties experience fog in the morning and bright sun in the afternoon 

and thus the critical viniculture issue was dampness.  By contrast, the interior counties had rich sun in 

the morning and the afternoon, so dryness and shade were critical to grape maturation.  Because of these 

differences, vines had to be trimmed in different ways.  Again, coastal counties were hilly while inland 

counties were flat and these differences in terrain also made for different needs with respect to irrigation.  

While on the one hand this makes understanding the local micro-climate critical to a successful harvest, 

it also makes for a longer season.  This reduces competition in anyone particular month and ensures 

relatively firm prices for a longer period of the year. 

 

The delegation also learned about the particulars of wine fermentation, storage, aging, and maturation.  

Different vineyards favored different processes, some using barrels made from American oak, others 

from French oak, and yet others using barrels that had previously handled distilled liquors.  Here the 

delegation saw that viniculture is as much art as it is science.  There were a number of occasions where 

the vineyards were very satisfied with their results (a strong uptake of the tannin from the oak) and 

where most members of the delegation felt that the oak flavor was too strong.    

 

In the evenings, the ATO Director introduced the mission to the wide variety of U.S. foods, including 

Mexican and Vietnamese.  Chinese food consumption patterns are definitely changing – and this is good 

news.  Traditional U.S. foods, such as steak, ribs, cheese, and wine, have long been considered by the 

Chinese to be exotic – something only foreigners ate.  Now the Chinese consider these foods to be 

premium.  Chinese buyers were surprised by the wide varieties of corn products (tortilla chips, steamed 

tortillas, fried tortillas, corn flour breading) and enjoyed the taste and mouth feel.  The Vietnamese food 

was enjoyed as well, but the lettuce wrapping used by the Vietnamese did not strike them as hearty 

enough. 
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Roughly half of the California wine companies were unfamiliar with FAS.  The ATO Director 

introduced the FAS mission, activities, and programs all our hosts, two of which have never exported 

before and of the remainder that did export, most had not exported to China.   

 

Observations: 

 

 The quality of the Chinese companies in the delegation was exceptional.  They proactively 

attended all sessions, raised numerous questions, and carefully collected product specifications 

 Thanks to the California Wine Institute, all of the host wineries were familiar with the Chinese 

preference for red wine over white.   

 The delegation’s red favorite varieties were Merlot, Petite Sirah, and Cabernet Sauvignon. 

 The delegation’s favorite white varieties were Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay. 

 The delegation did not like a strong taste of oak in the wine. 

 With that in mind, California firms went the extra mile to specially select white wines that had a 

deeper palate with rich fruit and floral notes.  Some also specially included varieties that were 

reminiscent of champagne and had more of a citrusy sparkle.   

 One Shanghai based buyer became especially interested in California white wines and most 

members of the delegation were surprised by the richness of the white wines.  They observed 

that California white wines would pair well with game and lamb, foods popular in Northeast 

China.  

 American wine companies were introduced to Northeast Chinese alcohol traditions which are 

quite different from U.S. traditions.  Northeast consumers prefer to 

o Drink wine in bottoms up fashion, similar to doing shots of hard liquor 

o Order wine for a large table setting of 6 to even as many 20 persons, thus, the restaurant 

must ensure it has a large stock for each type of wine 

o Many hosts may also wish to send their visitors home with an additional bottle of wine 

for each guest 

 The Chinese delegates were impressed by the completely different approach American vintners 

take to promoting their wines.  Unlike the emphasis on premium ambiance, American vintners 

preferred a more relaxed, natural, warmer interaction.  Many of the Chinese delegates found the 

American style to be very attractive. 

 All of the Chinese delegates were impressed by the ambiance of the different vineyards.  They 

enjoyed the garden like settings, rich interiors, and intimate atmospheres.  Just as has been the 

case with American foods, special interiors for restaurants are no longer exotic for the Chinese 

but premium.  When Chinese dine out, they are looking for an experience, not just fresh, well-

prepared food. 

 U.S. wine is less competitive with wine from Chile or New Zealand, who enjoy free trade 

agreements with China. 

 That said, the Chinese were surprised to discover that many American wines are competitively 

priced and are of strong value. 
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 The Northeast Chinese are new to purchasing wine for maturing before sale.  They prefer wine 

that is ready for consumption. 

 Including Chinese sommeliers in the wine delegation made dialogue with U.S. companies on 

Chinese wine preferences much more transparent and useful. 

 The mission especially enjoyed the varied textures and tastes of Mexican peppers, be it salsa, 

pico de gallo, cheese stuffed rellenos, or fajita style New Mexican green peppers.  Interestingly, 

even though the dishes included 4 different types of Mexican white cheese, all were consumed 

with gusto and the waitress had to be sent back for more.   

Accomplishments and Successes: 

 

 This was the largest ever wine RTM led by ATO Shenyang, with 8 companies participating.  We 

introduced a record number of Northeast China companies to the variety and quality of U.S. food 

and wine. 

 14 U.S. companies were introduced to FAS services and Chinese tasting and marketing 

preferences.   

 The delegation bonded and achieved an exceptional level of spirit d’ corps, forming a WeChat 

group for future networking. 

 Delegation members bonded with each other and many companies were observed to form 

commitments to work together to place their first orders as combined shipments, with one 

company acting as importer, another as distributor, and a third as commodity expert. 

 The presence of an accomplished sommelier on the California wine tour benefited everyone as 

wine and viniculture terminology is extremely complex.  

 Chinese buyers were introduced to the concept of purchasing wine for collection rather than 

consumption.  This is a rather unknown practice as wine is bought for immediate consumption 

and orders are not for a single bottle to be shared among 2-4 people but 4 bottles to be shared 

among 6-12 dinner guests.  

 Thanks to the California Wine Institute, all of the U.S. companies were well prepared to receive 

our Chinese delegation. 

 Thanks to excellent organization by ATO marketing specialists, Ms. Wang Xiao Ju and Mr. Rex 

Zhang, logistics flowed perfectly, be it airline travel, IBG shuttle drivers, U.S. facility and 

vineyard tours, company visits, restaurant choices, or the amount of free-time to see city 

highlights and shop for family. 

 Ms. Wang Xiao Ju received cross training in the wine industry.  This experience will facilitate 

her outreach and marketing activities with the HRI and E Commerce sectors. 

 

Next Steps and Recommendations: 

 

 Submit a public edition GAIN report on the Wine Tour Trip 
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 Send out copies of the This Is Northeast China, Come Here and Come Sell Report to visited U.S. 

companies 

o Completed for U.S. vintners on June 9. 

 Send out copies of the FAIRS and FAIRS Certification report to visited U.S. companies. 

o Completed for U.S. vintners of June 9. 

 Submit a GAIN report identifying hot products of interest for Northeast China.  Hot items 

include: 

o Red wines known for their fruit forward flavor and full bodied finish, such as merlot, 

petite sirah, and cabernet sauvignon. 

o The Northeasterners fell in love with IPA or ale and enjoyed its slightly higher alcohol 

content, deeper flavor, and bright finish. 

 Monitor business activities of Chinese delegates for subsequent decisions to import. 

 ATO Shenyang should consider developing food and wine tastings to help pair importers and 

with professional chefs of high end Chinese restaurants. 

 ATO Shenyang should consider offering wine tastings that highlight American full bodied, 

fruitier red wines. 

 ATO Shenyang should work with the California Wine Institute (CWI) to begin offering wine 

tasting events in FY 2018.   

 ATO Shenyang should work with the American Hardwood Export Council and CWI to see if it 

is possible to cross-promote California wines with hardwood interiors in FY18 or FY19. 

 

 


